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Be inspired by this fun
compilation sketchbook of four
favorite volumes from Quarry
Books' "20 Ways series!"
Designed to offer artists,
designers, and doodlers a fun
and sophisticated collection of
illustration fun, each spread
features 20 inspiring
illustrated examples of 135
themes, over 3600 drawings
total! From trees and flowers
to animals and sea creatures
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Don't worry,
there's
tons
of
room for you to draw your own
versions of these amazing
doodles right on the pages.
This is not a step-by-step
technique book - within the
pages you'll find drawings
simplified, modernized, and
reduced to the most basic
elements, showing you how
simple abstract shapes and
forms create the building
blocks of any item that you
want to draw. Each of the 20
interpretations provides a
different, interesting approach
to drawing a single item,
providing loads of inspiration
for your own drawing. These
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resulting in an engaging and
motivational practice book
that provides a new take on the
world of sketching, doodling,
and designing.
DIVThe best way to learn to
draw is to DRAW! And this
little book is going to help you
do just that. It’s filled with 900
inspiring, modern fashion
drawings./div
DIVThis inspiring sketchbook
is part of the new 20 Ways
series from Quarry Books,
designed to offer artists,
designers, and doodlers a fun
and sophisticated collection of
illustration fun. Each spread
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examples
a single
animal, such as a cat, giraffe,
seal, elephant, or whale–with
blank space for you to draw
your take on “20 Ways to Draw
a Cat.” /divDIVThis is not a
step-by-step technique
book--rather, the stylized
animals are simplified,
modernized, and reduced to
the most basic elements,
showing you how simple
abstract shapes and forms
meld to create the building
blocks of any item that you
want to draw. Each of the 20
interpretations provides a
different, interesting approach
to drawing a single item,
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for your
own drawing.
Presented in the author’s
uniquely creative style, this
engaging and motivational
practice book provides a new
take on the world of sketching,
doodling, and designing./div
Let your inner artist strut with
this inspirational sketchbook
that teaches you to draw
anything and everything
fashionable! Strut your stuff
with 20 Ways to Draw A Shoe
and 44 Other Sneakers,
Slippers, Stilettos, and
Slingbacks. Beautifully
illustrated, this inspirational
sketchbook will help you learn
how to draw anything on your
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to loafers and oxfords, 20 Ways
to Draw a Shoe is perfect for
illustrators, doodlers, and
anyone who loves to sketch.
This is not a step-by-step
technique book--rather, the toetapping objects in this
volume-- ballet flats, ankle
boots, roller skates, platforms
and much, much more --are
simplified, modernized, and
reduced to the most basic
elements, showing you how
simple abstract shapes and
forms create the building
blocks of any item that you
want to draw. Presented in
Julia Kuo's creative style, each
of the 20 interpretations
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drawing a single item,
providing loads of inspiration
for your own drawing. Get out
your favorite drawing tool, and
remember, there are not just
20 Ways to Draw a Shoe! In
this volume: sandals, pumps,
loafers, oxfords, slippers,
stilettos, sneakers, ballet flats,
platforms, roller skates,
booties and more
20 Ways to Draw a Dress and
44 Other Fabulous Fashions
and Accessories
20 Ways to Draw A Shoe and
44 Other Sneakers, Slippers,
Stilettos, and Slingbacks
Draw 500 Amazing Sea
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Butterfly
and 23 Other Things with
Wings
Draw 500 Fabulous Flowers

"The best way to learn
to draw is the DRAW! And
this fun sketchbook is
going to help you do
just that. It's filled
with 500 quirky, modern
drawings of all your
favorite everyday
things--from chairs to
spoons and lamps to
fans--and plenty of room
for drawing favorites
from your own home. Get
out your favorite
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what interesting
everyday objects you can
imagine!"-Step-by-step
illustrations show
simply and clearly how
each drawing is done.
The end result is sure
to boost any child's
confidence.
20 Ways to Draw
EverythingWith 135
Nature Themes from Cats
and Tigers to Tulips and
Trees
Perfect for artists,
crafters, illustrators,
cartoonists, comic
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doodlers, this book
offers inspiration,
hints and tips to draw
anything that swims!
Inspired Artist: Draw
Every Little Thing
20 Ways to Draw a Chair
and 44 Other Interesting
Everyday Things
The Secret Garden
With Over 100 Different
Themes
20 Ways to Draw a Tree
and 23 Other Nifty
Things from Nature
While presenting one hundred ways to
draw a bird, the author unveils the
facets of life as an illustrator, in the
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everydayDesigners
life as an illustrator
a little
simpler.
If you have been looking for a book
that will help you learn how to draw
color then you have found the right
book. This book is amazing for kids
and adults. It is the best way to have
fun together and at the same time to
learn about the easier ways to draw. Is
it hard for you to get your child's
attention to draw and color? Have you
tried everything? Have you bought
even expensive sets and still nothing?
It is not about the type of colors and
pencils he will use. It is about the
simplicity of the lesson. It needs to be
fun and at the same time easy to
follow. That is why the drawings in this
book are accepted and loved by many
children in the world. Actually, adults
love them too. Every single step is
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drawing
use just simple shapes that when put
together make wonderful art. Art skills
are important for every child. It helps in
shaping his imagination, helps with
motor skills and coordination. It is fun
too.
Perfect for artists, crafters, illustrators,
cartoonists, comic artists, designers,
and doodlers, this book offers
inspiration, hints and tips to draw
abstract shapes, lines, and patterns!
Let your imagination take flight with 20
Ways to Draw a Butterfly and 44 Other
Things with Wings. Beautifully
illustrated, this inspirational
sketchbook will help you learn how to
draw anything with wings. From fairies,
bats, and airplanes, to dragonflies,
gargoyles, and angels, 20 Ways to
Draw a Butterfly is perfect for
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anyone who
loves to sketch.
This is
not a step-by-step technique
book--rather, the winged things in this
volume are simplified, modernized and
reduced to the most basic elements,
offering simple abstract shapes and
forms that meld together to create the
building blocks of any item (man-made
or organic) that you want to draw.
Each spread features 20 inspiring
illustrated examples of 45 themes bugs, bats, birds, and much, much
more - over 900 drawings, with blank
space for you to draw your take.This
all-in-one sketchbook lets you draw
right on the pages making it easy to
keep all of your most inspired
creations at hand. Your inner artist will
fly free with 20 Ways to Draw a
Butterfly and 44 Other Things with
Wings.
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20 Ways to Draw a Jellyfish and 44
Other Amazing Sea Creatures
Draw 500 Faces and Features
20 Ways to Draw a Mustache and 23
Other Funny Faces and Features
20 Ways to Draw a Star and 44 Other
Far-Out Wonders from the Sky and
Galaxy

DIVThis inspiring
sketchbook is part of the
new 20 Ways series from
Quarry Books, designed to
offer artists, designers, and
doodlers a fun and
sophisticated collection of
illustration fun. Each spread
features 20 inspiring
illustrated examples of a
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tulip, shell, owl, peacock
feather, mushroom, cloud, or
berry.–with blank space for
you to draw your take on “20
Ways to Draw a Tree.”
/divDIVThis is not a step-bystep technique book--rather,
the stylized flowers, trees,
leaves, and clouds are
simplified, modernized, and
reduced to the most basic
elements, showing you how
simple abstract shapes and
forms meld to create the
building blocks of any item
that you want to draw. Each
of the 20 interpretations
provides a different,
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drawing a single item,
providing loads of
inspiration for your own
drawing. Presented in the
author’s uniquely creative
style, this engaging and
motivational practice book
provides a new take on the
world of sketching, doodling,
and designing. /divDIVGet
out your favorite drawing
tool, and remember, there
are not just 20 Ways to Draw
a Tree!/div
A Sketchbook for Artists,
Designers, and Doodlers.
Explore almost every way
imaginable to draw dolphins,
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more with 20 Ways to Draw
Everything. Designed to
offer artists, designers, and
doodlers fun illustration
inspiration, each spread of
this portable sketchbook
features 20 art
examples—simplified,
modernized, and reduced to
the most basic
elements—showing you how
simple abstract shapes and
forms create the building
blocks of any item that you
want to draw. Each of the 20
interpretations provides a
different, interesting
approach to drawing a single
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inspiration for your own
drawing. Either on the
opposite page or right
alongside the example
drawings, you'll be prompted
to draw 20 of each thing,
from trees and flowers to
wild shapes and sea
creatures and everything in
between. This is not a stepby-step technique book, but
rather an opportunity for
you to draw your own
versions of these amazing
doodles side-by-side the
inspiration pieces.
Organized into the sections
of “Get Up and Go,” “Under
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Doodles,” enjoy hours of
creative fun drawing your
versions of iconic subjects,
such as: Zigzags, hearts,
spirals, and teardrops Crabs,
mermaids, sharks, and
walruses Bikes, trains,
planes, and hot air balloons
And so much more Featuring
illustrations by Trina Dalziel,
James Gulliver Hancock, and
Rachael Taylor, this amazing
compilation of over 100
design themes and prompts,
get ready to learn how to
draw truly everything!
Learn to draw and paint
more than 100 of your
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by-step projects and creative
inspiration make it fun and
easy. The Inspired Artist
series invites art hobbyists
and casual art enthusiasts to
have fun learning basic art
concepts, relaxing into the
creative process to make art
in a playful, contemporary
style. With Draw Every Little
Thing, the first book in this
new series, you can learn to
draw and paint your favorite
everyday items. From
learning to draw and paint
plants, flowers, and bicycles
to the neighborhood café
and the contents of the
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contemporary drawing book
demonstrates just how easy
it is to render the world
around you with little more
than a pencil, paper, and
paint. Following a brief
introduction to the joys of
simplistic drawing and
painting, this aesthetically
pleasing book familiarizes
you with a range of drawing
tools and materials,
including graphite pencil,
pen and ink, colored pencil,
and gouache, before offering
a quick overview of basic
color theory. Each
subsequent chapter is then
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theme—kitchenalia, hobbies,
neighborhood haunts, and
much more—and packed
with simple step-by-step
drawing projects. This
accessible book encourages
you to jump around so you
can draw what immediately
inspires you. Interactive
prompts, creative exercises,
and inspiring ideas make the
process fun and engaging.
Easy techniques and helpful
instructions show you how to
develop your own personal
style, as well as add color to
your drawings using
gouache and colored pencil.
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Crafty projects round out the
Artists Designers And Doodlers
book, allowing you to use
your newfound drawing and
painting skills. Filled to the
brim with whimsical artwork
and loads of creative ideas,
Draw Every Little Thing
encourages artists of all skill
levels to draw any time
inspiration strikes.
Draw 500 Awesome Animals
8 Ways to Draw an Elephant
The Natural Way to Draw - A
Working Plan for Art Study
The Tank Drawing Books for
Kids
Learn to draw more than 100
everyday items, from food to
fashion
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part of the
new 20 Ways
from Quarry Books, designed to
offer artists, designers, and
doodlers a unique collection of fun
and sophisticated exercises. Each
spread features 20 illustrations of a
single item, such as a tree, tulip,
shell, owl, peacock feather,
mushroom, cloud, or berry. Then
you're provided with blank space
for you to draw your take on "20
Ways to Draw a Tree."
Find anything you need to draw
flowers with 500 simply amazing
images.
"The best way to learn to draw is to
DRAW! And this fun sketchbook is
going to help you do just that. It's
filled with 500 inspiring, modern
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move about
-- from scooter
to
surfboards and trains to sailboats -and plenty of room for drawing
favorite modes of
transportation"--Back over.
Draw the Flow Way “Create
whatever causes a revolution in
your heart.” –Elizabeth Gilbert “I
cannot rest, I must draw, however
poor the result, and when I have a
bad time come over me it is a
stronger desire than ever.” –Beatrix
Potter “Drawing, painting,
creating⋯it’s like a muscle. You
have to work on it every day.”
–Sarah Walsh “Draw the art you
want to see, start the business you
want to run, play the music you
want to hear, write the books you
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you want
to see done.” –Austin Kleon
“Drawing is the discipline by which I
constantly rediscover the world. I
have learned that what I have not
drawn, I have never really seen,
and that when I start drawing an
ordinary thing, I realize how
extraordinary it is, sheer miracle.”
–Frederick Frank “Have no fear of
perfection, you’ll never reach it.”
–Salvador Dal “Creativity is a way
of living life, no matter what our
vocation or how we earn our living.”
–Madeline L’Engle “I believe the
most important single thing, beyond
discipline and creativity, in any
artistic work, is daring to dare.”
–Maya Angelou “I sometimes think
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drawing.”
–Vincent van
Gogh
In this
innovative approach to drawing
instruction, the illustrators from
Flow magazine open up their tool
kits, sharing secrets and techniques
to teach the creatively curious how
to draw. The lessons, 50 in all,
curated from the best of Flow's two
special drawing issues, show how
to render the kinds of things we see
every day: a bouquet of flowers, a
beloved teacup, colorful mittens,
the kitchen table, a bike, jam jars, a
cat, an apple tree. Along the way
we learn about color, materials,
perspective, tools, and negative
space. With its bound-in paper
goodies, this book is also a canvas
for artistic exploration—reminding
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us of the mindful pleasure of doing
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creativeDesigners
work. Filled And
With Paper
Goodies: Mini daily drawing pad
DIY postcards Watercolor, tracing,
and colored papers House interiors
to unfold and decorate
20 Ways to Draw a Strawberry and
23 Other Elegant Edibles
20 Ways to Draw a Bike and 44
Other Incredible Ways to Get
Around
Draw 500 Things from Nature
20 Ways to Draw Everything
Easy Techniques and Step-by-Step
on How to Draw 30 Cool Tanks

"All artwork compiled from
20 Ways to Draw a Mustache
and 44 Other Funny Faces
and Features, A2014 Quarry
Books."
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«Таинственный сад» –
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любимая классика для
читателей всех возрастов,
жемчужина творчества
Фрэнсис Ходжсон Бернетт,
роман о заново открытой
радости жизни и магии
силы. Мэри Леннокс,
жестокое и испорченное
дитя высшего света,
потеряв родителей в
Индии, возвращается в
Англию, на воспитание к
дяде-затворнику в его
поместье. Однако дядя
находится в постоянных
отъездах, и Мэри начинает
исследовать округу, в ходе
чего делает много
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находит удивительный
маленький сад,
огороженный стеной, вход
в который почему-то
запрещен. Отыскав ключ и
потайную дверцу, девочка
попадает внутрь. Но чьи
тайны хранит этот
загадочный садик? И
нужно ли знать то, что
находится под запретом?..
Впрочем, это не
единственный секрет в
поместье...
This inspiring sketchbook is
designed to offer artists,
designers, and doodlers a
fun and sophisticated
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This inspiring book is part of
the new 20 Ways series,
designed to offer artists,
designers, and doodlers a
fun and sophisticated
collection of illustration
exercises.
20 Ways to Draw a Tulip and
44 Other Fabulous Flowers
20 Ways to Draw a Doodle
and 23 Other Zigzags,
Hearts, Spirals, and
Teardrops
50 Ways to Draw Your
Beautiful, Ordinary Life
20 Ways to Draw a Mustache
and 44 Other Funny Faces
and Features
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Around
This inspiring book is part of the
new 20 Ways to Draw series,
designed to offer artists, designers,
and doodlers a fun and
sophisticated collection of
illustration exercises.
Create the perfect props and
furnishings with this inspirational
sketchbook that helps you doodle
hundreds of simple, everyday items!
This inspiring sketchbook is part of
the new 20 Ways series from
Quarry Books, designed to offer
artists, designers, and doodlers a
fun and sophisticated collection of
illustration fun. Each spread
features 20 inspiring illustrated
examples of 45 themes - spoons,
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much, much
more--over
drawings, with blank space for you
to draw your take on 20 Ways to
Draw a Chair and 44 Other
Interesting Everyday Things. This is
not a step-by-step technique
book--rather, the everyday objects
in this volume--â??teacups, toys,
tables, and moreâ??are simplified,
modernized, and reduced to the
most basic elements, showing you
how simple abstract shapes and
forms meld to create the building
blocks of any item that you want to
draw. Each of the 20 interpretations
provides a different, interesting
approach to drawing a single item,
providing loads of inspiration for
your own drawing. Presented in the
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Lisa Solomon's
uniquely creative
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style, this
engaging and
practice book provides a new take
on the world of sketching, doodling,
and designing. Get out your favorite
drawing tool, and remember, there
are not just 20 Ways to Draw a
Chair! This volume will contain
chairs, typewriters, teapots,
cameras, vases, bird cages, clocks,
lamps, violins, bowls, sofas, tools,
pitchers, telephones, baskets,
radios, bottles...
This unusual art activity book
featuring the Indian elephant
introduces children to a variety of
Indian art traditions. The elephant is
imagined and rendered in eight
different folk and tribal styles.
Through tracing, patterning and
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immerse herself in detailed
exploration of styles -- or just have
fun. Older children will begin to
understand that art is as much
about the imagination as it is about
depiction.
A Sketchbook for Artists, Designers
and Doodlers.
Draw 500 Everyday Things
20 Ways to Draw a Dress and 23
Other Fabulous Fashions and
Accessories
A Book for Artists, Designers, and
Doodlers
With 135 Nature Themes from Cats
and Tigers to Tulips and Trees
20 Ways to Draw a Butterfly and 44
Other Things with Wings
This book contains a classic guide to
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drawing people,
offering instructions
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and tips for
drawing different
poses
and body types. It is split into sixtyfour easy exercises covering such
subjects as 'Gesture Drawing', 'Group
Poses', 'Study of the Bones', etc. With
simple, step-by-step instructions and
many helpful diagrams, this is a book
that will be of considerable utility to
anyone wishing to learn how to draw.
Many vintage books such as this are
increasingly scarce and expensive. It is
with this in mind that we are
republishing this volume now in an
affordable, modern, high-quality
edition complete with a speciallycommissioned new introduction on
illustration.
The Art of Urban Sketching is both a
comprehensive guide and a showcase
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the world who draw the cities where
they live and travel. Authored by the
founder of the nonprofit organization
Urban Sketchers
(www.urbansketchers.org), this
beautiful, 320-page volume explains
urban sketching within the context of a
long historical tradition and how it is
being practiced today. With profiles of
leading practitioners and discussions of
the benefits of working in this art form,
this inspiring book shows how one can
participate and experience this creative
outlet through modern-day social
networks and online activity. You'll
find more than 600 beautiful,
contemporary illustrations, as well as
artists' profiles and extended captions
where these urban sketchers share their
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and the tools
behind each
drawing.
With sketches and observations from
more than 50 cities in more than 30
countries, TheArt of UrbanSketching
offers a visually arresting, storytelling
take on urban life from different
cultures and artistic styles, as well as
insight into various drawing techniques
and mediums.
Find anything you need to draw
animals with 500 simply amazing
images.
The best way to learn to draw is to
DRAW! And this little book is going to
help you do just that. It's filled with
900 inspiring, modern drawings of
tulips, roses, zinnias, and more!
Practical Lessons in Pencil and Paper
20 Ways to Draw a Tree and 44 Other
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Nifty Things
from Nature For
Artists
And
20 WaysDesigners
to Draw a Tulip
andDoodlers
23 Other
Fabulous Flowers
20 Ways to Draw a Cat and 23 Other
Awesome Animals
100 Ways to Draw a Bird and Make a
Living from Illustration
A new fun format for from Quarry
Books, these cute chunky volumes
feature
20 Ways to Draw a Doodle and 44
Other Zigzags, Twirls, Spirals, and
Teardrops
The Art of Urban Sketching
A Sketchbook for Artists,
Designers, and Doodlers
20 Ways to Draw a Strawberry and
44 Other Elegant Edibles
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